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Territorial Acknowledgement 

• Welcome to WSANEC territory – by John Elliot
• Personal Statement – set the tone by sharing your journey in higher 

education, your passion for your subject/for teaching, offer a more 
personal connection to the territorial acknowledgement. Include this 
in the:

• Syllabus
• Instructor template in Brightspace
• An Introductory video

https://www.uvic.ca/hsd/socialwork/home/home/welcome/index.php


Brainstorm and sharing

Ways to contribute to brainstorming and sharing
• Please raise your hand to verbally contribute  or
• Write a response in chat or
• Write on whiteboard – at the top of the screen, click on “view 

options,” pick annotate, and you will see a menu of options: choose T 
to write text, then click on whiteboard to write. 

• Any questions on how to do this?



Whiteboard discussion - icebreaker

• What brought you to this session today?
• What are some concerns that are top of mind about creating 

engagement in your course, especially in the early days?
• Why do we want to foster engagement and inclusion?



Intended Learning Outcomes

At the end of this session, you will:
• recognize ways to use ice-breakers in an asynchronous and synchronous 

environments
• identify ways to co-create a community agreement with your class
• select strategies to create an inclusive learning environment in your online 

course



Reflect and Discuss – breakout rooms

• In your breakout session: please take a minute to reflect on this 
question and share with your small group.

• Please assign someone to summarize and share back with the larger 
group.

Think about a time when, as a student, you were
able to engage fully in a course. What was that like, and
what helped you to engage?



Using Ice-breakers

• Ice-breakers? Should you use them?
• Social Presence and Engagement:

• Icebreakers can promote social presence in an online course. When students feel 
connected to their instructor, classmates, TAs, they are more likely to feel connected, 
stay in the course, and feel motivated to learn.

• Set the stage for engagement: model through your own introduction
• Think about your goals for the icebreaker

• What might be some of your goals?

• How to use them in an asynchronous or synchronous environment?
• Discussion posts in the asynchronous environment
• Synchronous environment – use the whiteboard, breakout rooms, polls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social presence can be achieved by promoting emotional and cognitive engagement in a course. Icebreakers play a role in facilitating interactions between members in the course and can encourage meaningful engagement with course content.Your own introduction can model what you hope to learn about your students. Post an announcement, provide some details about your teaching and research experience, something about you beyond work, use a photo, videoCommon goals of icebreakers include:Helping students feel like they’re part of a communityFinding out students’ existing knowledge and attitudes about course contentFacilitating groupwork and uncovering each group member’s strengthsAsynchronous icebreakers:At the start of the course, ask students to introduce themselves and embed an icebreaker activity in their introductions.Ask fun questions or prompts you would like to know about your students beyond their academic term and program. Encourage them to share an image with their response.How would you describe yourself in 3 words/images? What is your favourite _? If you were a type of _, what would you be? If you could travel anywhere, where would you go? Share a photo of your favourite memory related to _.In addition to the course-related questions mentioned earlier, you can ask:Why did you take this course? What do you hope to learn by the end of this course?Encourage students to respond to other posts. Prompt them to reply to a peer with whom they share something in common. Start conversations by asking students to end their post with a question for other people to answer.



Using Ice-breakers

• Example of open and general ice-breakers 
• Ice-breakers that relate to your course as an opportunity to get 

students thinking about the course content and to gauge their 
expectations for the course:

• For example:
• Art History: Who is your favourite artist or style of art?
• Exercise Science: What does being healthy mean to you?
• Engineering: What is one think you use all the time that you think is designed well and what is 

one thing you use that not designed well and you would like to change?
• Literature: What is your favourite novel or written work?

• Activity: Based on these examples, using chat please list some examples you 
could use for your course?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Split your participants into groups of 3 or more and allocate them to breakout rooms.Ask each group to write down as a list on an online whiteboard or virtual sticky note all the interesting things that they all have in common (ask them to avoid obvious things, such as all being men or women) and something unique to each participant. They will have 5 minutes for this task.At the end of the 5 minutes, ask each group to share their list to the rest of the class via an online whiteboard.Ask participants to take a picture of something.�Typically, you choose a specific theme. For example, ask participants to take a picture of their shoes, or a picture of something that is on their workstation or the view outside their window.�Remember to ask participants to take the picture and upload it before the training session starts, as otherwise it might take too much time out of the training session if they were to do it in real time.Ask participants to share the picture on a virtual board.Start a discussion. For example, you could ask why they chose that particular item on their desk, or what they like the most about the view they can see from the window etc.Use PadletUsing a map – have students locate where they are



Developing a shared class agreement

Creating safe(r) space for working together – a community agreement

1) What is a community agreement?
- An agreement co-created with the class to formalize and make transparent 
community expectations.

2) Why do this?
- Being clear in a community agreement about expectations help to establish a 
good faith process among students about conduct. This also helps students feel 
motivated and take ownership of the learning process.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developing a co-created class agreement is an important step to fostering engagement and creating an inclusive environment.In the online environment students can interact with you and with their peers in an asynchronous way through discussion forums and synchronously.What is a community agreement?A community agreement, also known as group contract, learning agreement or classroom conduct agreement) is a shared agreement between learners about how we want to work together over the course of our time together. This can include guidelines for what it means to be respectful, expectations about sharing space, accessibility needs. Discussing and deciding on how the group will work together builds a collective responsibility to make the classroom a safer place and give students an opportunity to voice their needs in co-developing a productive and equitable learning environment. In building community agreements as a class, we have the chance to foster shared accountability and student buy-in to the learning process.Why do this?How might you approach this?During one of your first classes together, invite students to think about what they need in order to make the class environment safer, equitable, and productive for learning: What would help us work best together? You can do this through individual writing prompts, a discussion post on the topic, use breakout rooms for brainstorming, polling. After giving students time to reflect and discuss in small groups, collectively generate a list of agreements. You can also consider asking this question in advance.Make sure to clarify what each contribution means. For example, “being respectful” can mean different things in different contexts. Also check for active consent: are these the guidelines that people want to govern the group? Does anyone have concerns about them? Revise these guidelines until the class members are satisfied and feel ready to commit to the collective agreement.You can also use group agreements for group project work. Allow each group time to develop their own agreements for how they will work together. This may help alleviate the stress of unclear expectations around group work, help students to advocate for themselves and resolve conflicts together.How can you support the community agreement?Post to Brightspace. Remind the class about the agreement when issues arise. Continue to build the agreement as the course unfolds and issues come up. You will get better buy-in and buy-in longer term by keeping the agreement fresh in everyone’s minds add addressing issues arise that infringe on the agreements.Facilitate a discussion on hopes and concerns about how we work through the course. Ask about what do you need in the environment from the me the instructor, from your peers to be able to do your best work, to let you engage.Discuss what kind of online behaviours are appropriate in group discussions, and the ways that inclusive behaviour can foster learning.This can be done in a discussion forum, a class poll, or synchronously using breakout rooms. 



Developing a shared class agreement

1) How might you approach this?
- What would help us work best together?
- Facilitate a discussion on hopes and concerns about how we work together 
- Make sure to clarify what we mean – e.g. being respectful – what do we mean 

by this and what does it look like?

2) How can you support a community agreement throughout the 
course?

- refer back to it
- check in with class if something needs to be added



What happens if a community agreement is 
broken? 
• Take the time to reflect and point out the issue – without shaming, 

blaming, or calling some one out
• Use it as a teachable/learning moment
• Consider using the Open the Front Door communication technique

• Observe – state in clear, unambiguous language what has occurred or what you see/notice 
happening. 

• Think – express what you think about what you observe – it is okay to phrase this as what you 
assume is happening.

• Feel – express how you feel about the situation you observed/noticed – use “I” statements
• Desire – state the concrete action you would like to have happen.



Example

Suppose someone in your class made a comment about COVID-19 as the 
“Chinese virus”
Start by expressing what you are observing 
I see that you referred to COVID -19 as the “Chinese virus.” I think this phrase 
comes from certain media sources who may not fully understand the 
implications of this reference. I feel unsettled when I hear this phrase 
because it suggests that one particular community is responsible for the 
pandemic. I am concerned that these types of phrases fuel discriminatory 
behaviour perpetrated against Asian community. I would like us to refer to 
the Coronavirus and COVID 19 by their widely accepted scientific 
terminology.



Be prepared

Challenging conversations may come up:
• Lots of student anxiety given the changes from the pandemic
• Lots of concerns about diversity, systemic racism, Indigenous rights, 

and Black Lives Matters

Fostering an engaged and inclusive culture will help to support a 
healthy learning environment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will help to mitigate from disengagement and microaggressions.Students may be worried about online discussion or talking in synchronous sessions. They may worry their views are unpopular or expose a lack of knowledge, or make them vulnerable to harsh judgements by their peers or instructor. Recognize that some students will feel more at ease than others in interacting online and consider how to you will try to create some balance with contributions. Think about the voices that are privileged in your course, who have the most dominant identities. How do you make space for all voices. Participation takes courage and that can feel differently based on our identities.It is important to communicate in both implicit and explicit ways that you care not only about your students’ learning but about their well-being. Include information about well being and supports through UVic. Perceived teacher caring is associated with increased affective and perceived cognitive learning. 



Reflect and Discuss

• Based on some of the ideas discussed in this session
• What are 2 or 3 things you might plan to do to foster community, engagement 

and inclusion in your course? – raise your hand icon, put comments in chat 
• (if time permits – breakout rooms)



Summary

• Setting the tone in your syllabus – adding UVic relevant policies
• Adding the territorial acknowledgment – extend this by adding your 

personal connection
• Adding an instructor position statement – introductory video
• Using course design that incorporates universal design principles
• Building community through co-constructed online classroom 

guidelines – facilitate a discussion on creating a safe(r) space for 
learning

• Encourage self-care during learning and researching
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Presentation Notes
In your course design use images that reflect the UVic community Ensure that discussion boards are not set to anonymous for transparency and students are aware that they will be attributed anything the writeFacilitating an ice-breaker in a synchronous session or ask students to create an introduction through a video or post – using inclusive introductions, such as adding pronouns, critical self-location (Indigenous practice – embed a decolonizing approach)



Q&A
Remaining thoughts, questions, respond verbally or pose in chat
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